SS-2012-067

Estimated Time Required: 3hrs
Materials

Unit:ｃｍ

Outer Fabric: (Striped A, Ｅ)・・65×10 (2pieces)
Outer Fabric (Patterened Ｂ, Ｃ, Ｄ)・・65×9.5
(3pieces)
Lining・・・85×55
Quilt Batting・・・70×50
Handle（50cm）・・・1piece
Rick Rack Tape・・・140
Leather・・・12×8
Chain・・・20
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Size when complete
Height 37× Length 40× Width 6
（not including handle）

Cutting Diagram
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1. Build the outer fabric by piecing the strips together (use
patchwork foot: O presser foot)
※Match the edge of the fabric to the guide and sew
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Instructions

Left
over
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Main Part
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2. Lay the pieced fabric on the quilt batting and stick
together by ironing
※Be careful not to iron on the batting
(don't get the adhesive suface's glue on the iron)

3. Attach the rick rack tape to 2 of the patchwork fabric
seams using a decorative stitch. Sew a decorative stitch to
the other seams, (use presser foot F)

※Decorative
Designs
Avoid high density
designs
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Press seam to one
side

Quilt batting
(adhesive side)

Ｃ
(back)

Ｂ
(back)

The sewing
direction is
always same

※Rick Rack Tape:
Attach using the following
kind of decorative stitching
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4. Match the quilt batting to the outer fabric and cut

5.

Make the pocket and attach to the outer fabric

6.

Attach the handle (use the feed dog)

Center

Pocket
(mid-front)

1
opening

Leave an opening

lining
(front)

※from the opening,
turn right sides out

7. Edgestitch all around the edge of the bag
(match the size of the outer fabric and the
lining)

temporary sew at
about 0.5cm

★Stitch length: 3.0
※As the handle is thick,
please take care. Sew
slowly.

8. Fold the fabric right sides together so that the
seams meet and sew the sides

outer fabric (back)

1
lining
(back)
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0.5cm out
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outer
fabric
(front)

lining (back)

1

15

Leave a 5-6cm
opening

9. Sew the bottom of the
bag

10. Turn the right sides out and
edgestitch all around the edge to secure.

Bottom: 6cm
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The outer fabric and lining
are the same.
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Finished♪
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Instructions

1. Embroider on the embroidery fabric (lining)
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2. Place the leather tag on on the embroidered fabric
and sew around the leather
(place the embroidered fabric and leather together
wrong sides together)
Transcribe the shape of
the leather tag onto the
fabric

Fabric（outside）
Embroidery size:
Within 8cm×7cm

20

Embroidered fabric
(back)

Leather (front)

20

After cutting the fabric,
sew
※Sew 5mm inside the
edge of the leather tag

Use Feed Dog
Stitch Length: 2.6

Cut the fabric to
match the leather

Example

Pass the chain through
the hole.

Finished♪
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